We’ve spent nearly three decades developing and
acquiring product lines that help you play, relax, and
live. By utilizing our product lines, we are able to
create complete outdoor environments that cultivate
community, enrich lives, and allow people to focus
on what matters most.
We are Superior Recreational Products. We give
children an opportunity to let their imaginations
soar on the playground. We shade families relaxing
on benches at the park. We host group picnics
on Sundays. Together, let’s use Superior products
to create spaces where friendships are made and
memories are created!

Specializing in six different areas of

indoor and outdoor play.

Enriching the lives of children through

indoor and outdoor play.
STEEL PLAYGROUNDS

INDOOR PLAYGROUNDS

GROUNDS FOR PLAY

We pride ourselves in building high quality,

Our line of indoor playgrounds provide children

We seek to encourage, inspire, and empower

commercial outdoor play products at an

with a secure and protective play environment.

children through building better play

affordable price, while maintaining some of the

The indoor playground line is perfect for

environments that facilitate fun and learning

highest safety standards. With the help of our

restaurants looking to increase traffic, indoor

while being designed with safe, developmentally

design team and engineers who live to design

community and family centers looking to boost

and age-appropriate products. While our

and build, we’ve been delivering the highest

fun, and religious facilities looking for

environments are designed for children, our

quality products with ultimate play-on power

a safe play environment for their children.

design process is designed around you. We

for over thirty years! Let’s go play!

PLAYGROUND COMPONENTS

listen to your needs and key objectives and
ensure they are met.

RECYCLED PLAYGROUNDS

We’ve got all your playground parts in one

We offer recycled recreation through our

place! We provide our wholesale customers

WATER SLIDES

recycled playground line! The structural

with the finest playground parts and accessories.

Looking for a way to upgrade your existing pool,

components are made of post-consumer

From s-hooks and bucket seats to a complete

boost membership or paying visitors? Add a

plastic products, such as milk jugs and plastic

line of residential and commercial playgrounds,

water slide to pump up the fun! Colorful and

bags. Not only do these playgrounds benefit

our components line has it all.

highly visible, these affordable commercial grade

the environment, they also meet the safety

water slides provide fun for all ages and will last

and quality needs of our customers.

for years to come.

play.

COMPONENTS

INDOOR PLAYGROUNDS

GROUNDS FOR PLAY

RECYCLED PLAYGROUNDS

STEEL PLAYGROUNDS

WATER SLIDES

Four product lines that provide

relaxation and shade.

Cultivating community through

outdoor environments.
SITE AMENITIES

SKYSPAN

Customize your own site amenity for maximum

Our line of stunning commercial outdoor

style and comfort! With over 1,000 products in

umbrellas provide maximum shade with a

different frame styles, metal designs, and color

unique look. Skyspan is innovative and stylish,

choices, you can easily obtain the distinctive

yet functional; our umbrellas are designed

look you desire for your outdoor eating and

to withstand high level winds and provide

seating areas.

excellent protection from the sun allowing you

SHADE
Staying protected just got a whole lot cooler.
We provide our customers with standard and

to enjoy your outdoor environment. With a great
selection of styles, colors, and accessories, you’ll
find the umbrella that meets your needs.

custom shade structures for nearly every

SHELTER

outdoor location — from playgrounds and parks

As an original shelter manufacturer, our line of

to zoos and car washes. Our shade line delivers

steel shelters, gazebos, and pergolas are built

creative solutions and unique designs while

with over 50 years of experience. From our

providing protection from the sun’s harmful

popular Hexagon to our unique Duo-Top, our

UV rays. Our 20 years of experience allows us

variety of sleek styles serve multiple purposes

to provide the superior shade products you’ve

such as hosting picnics, craft fairs, birthday

been searching for.

parties, and family reunions.

relax.

SKYSPAN

SHELTER

SITE AMENITIES

SHADE

Ten lines working together to

create and provide joy.

live.

800.327.8774 • 770.832.6660
sales@siibrands.com
superiorrecreation.com

